
Commons Committee Minutes 
April 29, 2022 

Vashon Park District Conference Room 
 

In attendance: Hans Van Dusen, Elaine Ott-Rocheford, Slade McSheehy, David Hackett, Kevin Dickerson, 
Lisa Peretti, Robin Miller 
 
Hans called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. Introductions were made.  
 
VPD Updates 
Elaine: staffing continues to be a problem – Friday nights are still not covered. 
Outdoor activities are pretty much back to normal after COVID. Indoor activities still light. Elaine 
reviewed recreation programs and projects underway and planned.  
 
VISD Updates – Usage Review, proposed Agreement updates, other 
Slade: into exams through end of year. Transportation has been a challenge for the sports seasons. 
Finished the Strategic Plan to launch next year. Slade’s contract approved. The Board is looking at a 
bond project for next February: high school gym locker rooms to become ADA and Title 9 compliant. 
David: The Commons Users would love to see more done with the gym for more gym space. The last 
plan would have put a new gym next to the present gym as an auxiliary for more space.  
Kevin: With the remodel, the idea would be to move the boys locker room upstairs and training facilities 
in both boys and girls locker rooms.  
Slade: The scope of all projects we are looking at totals $43 million. The prioritized projects are on 3 
levels: $23, $19, and $16 million. Future projects include the HVAC at Chautauqua, soffits, the bus 
maintenance barn. We explored the idea of a brand new gym, but the burden on the taxpayer would 
require educating the community. We will gauge the interest.  
Kevin: facilities maintenance includes maintaining fields and grounds. McMurray will need to be 
addressed at some point, particularly the baseball field – potentially being resurfaced.  
 
Kelly Ann and Robin gathered usage information, which will be provided to the group when completed.  
We received the cost analysis from Facilitron, which will also be passed out to the group. We asked 
them to emphasize incremental use.  
 
Slade reviewed potential updates to the Interlocal Agreement proposed by VISD. 
David: Regarding VISD partners, from a legal standpoint, you need clear criteria for who is considered a 
partner. Partners use the facilities for free; others must pay. If it is related to educating children, that 
makes sense; if not, they should not be considered.  
Regarding Limitations of Use:  
Slade: Why would the Commons Committee need to meet if VISD and VPD cannot agree to a closure? 
David: It used to be that fields were closed for reasons that did not make sense. At the time, there was a 
lack of field resources. We now can close a field more easily. Setting field protection as the ideal is a 
good idea. 
Kevin: It’s two-fold – protecting the field but protecting the players, as well. The Stadium would be 
closed if covered in snow.  
Hans: So, the direction here might be that it can be raised with the Commons Committee? 
David: Put the word “collaborative” in there, considering the needs of community and school users. It 
would have to be closed for everyone. The other past issue was that during the summer all the school 
fields were closed. Things have improved a lot. 



Kevin: We have to follow the DA Hogan guidelines for closing fields. We have been flexible with that 
considering the needs of others.  
David: There should also be recognition that VPD makes decisions relative to their own facilities.  
Hans: Collaboration is the main point. Maybe make a reference to the maintenance plan. The practice 
for resting a field is known.  
Slade: We added a new section for porta potties. The porta potties and our responsibility for access and 
security are tied financially. The interest to the District is affordability. That would be support for user 
fees, which we are not touching on today (the payment section). Those add to us considering an 
affordable agreement. We can’t pay for anything that isn’t for school use. It’s known what months 
school use is.  
Robin: We currently have one porta potty at McMurray. 
Hans: And we pay for 10 months of that? 
Robin: We add one at the Munger ball fields when the women’s softball is there.  
Kevin: We tag team. We have one at the Stadium. We communicate quite a bit about the needs. One 
gray area is the tennis courts. There is a lot of public use, yet no facilities. 
David: It might be good to consider putting in a permanent restroom between the schools. A lot of 
public walk through there, and it would be close enough for baseball and McMurray to use.  
Robin: The tennis people can walk to the Stadium, which is always open for their use. The tennis players 
feel that is too far.  
 
Next Steps 
Discuss the payment part. 
David: We need to consider that the Commons is more than just scheduled use. It is also general public 
use.  
Hans: We’ll get the cost and use information for next meeting. 
Next meeting May 27. 
 
 
 

 


